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PART I: PARTICIPANT’S INFORMATION 
 

Title (Mr, Ms, Mrs, Dr, Prof)   Mr. 
Full name   Raphael Orenday Cada 
Current Position   Senior Associate 
Current Organization   SEAMEO INNOTECH 
Address   UP Ayala Technohub, Commonwealth Ave. Quezon City 
Country   Philippines 
Duration of your experience with 
SEAMEO (Approximately)   

From September 2007 to present 

SEAMEO Regional Centre (s) that 
you have/had affiliated with 

None 

Type of activities   Training, Technology transfer 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

PART II: YOUR ESSAY  
 
 
 
It all started with an online advertisement that I read from my email back in 2007. During that time, I recall 
I was at the crossroads of my life, trying to figure out what I really wanted to do after graduating from the 
University of the Philippines and having worked for the government of the Philippines and the private 
sector. One thing was clear on my mind: I was idealistic and honest enough to say that my next job should 
have an impact and change the way things are being done in the Philippines.  
 
With that in mind, I clicked the advertisement and decided to apply in an organization that seemed to have 
a very long name: the Southeast Asian Ministers of Education Organization-Regional Center for 
Educational Innovation and Technology or SEAMEO INNOTECH. I started as a contractual employee 
before I eventually became a Course Implementation Assistant of the Flexible Learning Solutions Unit.  
 
The INNOTECH that I remember is very different from what it is right now. Before, it is located between a 
very long and deserted land punctuated by large trees and cogon grass along Commonwealth Avenue. 
Nowhere can you see any establishment near the Center. No huge buildings made of glass and steel. No 
fastfood chains nearby. No convenient stores. No bus stops nearby. Despite the changes brought about by 
the development in the area, one thing remains until this very day: the Center remains true to its 
commitment to harness technology to address education-related problems in the region. 
 
My involvement in the team that has implemented online learning programs opened my eyes to the harsh 
realities of what was going on outside the capital, Manila. Unlike in the capital, there was a shortage of 
power in the far-flung provinces in Mindanao. Even the internet connection was unreliable. Such were the 
conditions that I found myself working against but somehow, we were able to pull it off through the use of 
appropriate technology. Modules were distributed in print, CD, and online format so that wherever the 
learner was, regardless of the state of the connection and power, he or she will learn. Online chat sessions 
were scheduled to make sure that these will not coincide with scheduled power shutdowns. In instances 
where tropical storms and typhoons threatened the schedule of the program, make-up classes were 
scheduled to ensure that all topics were discussed and learners were given the chance to interact, online, 
with co-learners and flexible learning tutors.  
 
Looking at it now, the Center has broadened the meaning of technology. It has expanded and challenged 
western concept of technology as being the latest, the most innovative, and technologically advanced. True 
to the Center’s name and mandate, it went into uncharted territories by utilizing the appropriate technology 
that works in unreached areas where power and internet connectivity are unreliable, if at all existent. The 
Center has customized education solutions with the hope that more than the platform, it is the content that 
drives the technology and such can be as simple as flash cards, self-instructional printed modules, or meta 
cards.  
 
I guess this is one of the many reasons why I never regretted clicking that APPLY button seven years ago 
when I saw the advertisement for a post at the Center. The Center has opened my eyes that there is more to 
my job than just reporting for work from 8AM to 5PM. It is about making a difference. And I am making it 
through and with SEAMEO.      
    

 
 
 
 
 



 

PART III: ADDITIONAL PHOTOS (OPTIONAL)    


